
UKG Pro + Microsoft Teams
Easily access employee information, view pay details, and complete HR actions seamlessly on demand



Scenarios

Desired Outcome

Workers need convenient access to important 

information.

While world class business tools are critical to business 

success, solutions that sprawl across multiple surfaces 

and logins can reduce overall worker productivity and 

engagement.

Customers are asking business partners such as UKG to 

meet their employees where they are already working.

By extending UKG Pro HCM capabilities to Microsoft 

Teams, this allows an employee to engage with their 

relevant HR data in the most productive capacity.

UKG Pro now allows a user complete the following tasks 

directly from within Teams:

-Check Pay Details   -Search Employee HR Information

-Request Time Off   -Check and Complete HR ‘To-dos’

-Log performance feedback for yourself/your employees

UKG user research has shown that a majority of frontline 

worker day-to-day interactions with their HCM platform 

surround a small number of core use cases.  

UKG customer feedback indicates a desire for these use 

cases to be easily served via a channel that the employee 

is already using day-to-day (re: Microsoft Teams).

UKG’s user research has identified the core use cases that 

comprise the most frequent and critical interactions with 

UKG Pro.

UKG has created a purpose-built experience to serve 

these use cases via Teams, which in turn will allow a user 

to quickly interact with UKG Pro for critical HR needs and 

functions without a change in context.

Customer Challenges Ideal Solution

By allowing users to execute the most common UKG Pro 

interactions via Teams, workers can remain productive 

and engaged across the enterprise.

Additionally, by allowing users to log feedback about 

themselves and their employees in real time, employees 

will remain engaged with their performance goals, as well 

as foster higher-quality performance conversations.



UKG Pro

Powerful Global HCM- Amplify people and possibilities with a truly connected global workforce experience, delivered through intelligent and transformative HR 

technology.  From payroll to talent and service delivery to engagement surveys, and everything in between, UKG Pro is the powerful HCM suite you need to drive people-

focused results

UKG Pro’s culture-driven solutions support people through the major and everyday moments they experience while a part of your organization. Providing greater financial 

security and flexibility with on-demand pay, supporting personal priorities with charitable giving campaigns, to introducing convenient and personalized ways to get HR 

assistance they need, at any time. 

UKG Value

Core Values of UKG Pro Solution: 

• Understand and Support People in a 

Meaningful Way

• Recognize and Reward People Thoughtfully

• Ensure Continuity of People Operations

• Strengthen Skills and Relationships

• Build an inclusive and Purpose-Driven 

Culture

Why UKG

UKG is the industry leader in WFM and HCM 

technology, offering full-suite solutions 

over our competition: 

• Comprehensive HCM that goes beyond 

traditional needs and definitions

• Complete picture of your data; insights to 

make better-informed decisions

• People, process, and industry experts who 

go the extra mile to deliver powerful results



UKG Pro + Microsoft Teams

UKG Pro for Microsoft Teams meets people where they work and helps facilitate conversations that are already happening.  Administrators and employees can easily 

view and submit actions within Teams by leveraging key words to access employee information, view pay details, and complete several other HR actions seamlessly on 

demand. 

Complete Tasks on Demand

Check current and previous pay details with: 

• Detailed breakdown of total earnings

• Deductions and take-home pay

• Request time-off 

• View current PTO balances on demand

Stay Connected to the Team

• Deliver information needed to work 

efficiently, within seconds: 

• Search for colleagues and view employee 

details: title, email & work location

• View inbox containing To-Do lists with action 

items and upcoming tasks due with options 

to approve or deny requests

Provide Proactive Feedback

Managers and Leaders can provide: 

• Feedback to direct reports on performance

• Provide recognition and open 

communication readily in one platform

• Employees can take more proactive role in 

their growth and development by entering 

notes for inclusion in their performance



UKG Pro & Microsoft Teams

What would you like to do?



UKG Pro & Microsoft Teams

Request Time Off



UKG Pro & Microsoft Teams

Earnings



UKG Pro & Microsoft Teams

Employee Feedback



UKG Pro + Microsoft Teams

SSO Activation and 

Workflows


